
 

 

KEY CONCEPT 

Organizations need to re-think and modernize their information worker-facing (IW) technology 

portfolios to stay competitive in the fast-changing business world123. This requires taking a holistic, 

strategic approach to addressing dynamic end-user computing needs (and supporting enterprise 

systems) that goes way beyond siloed thinking and vendor agendas – in essence, adopting a unique, 

complex systems approach to the IW Capability domain. This briefing presents the case for re-thinking 

this space, provides a detailed blueprint for starting your journey, and gives examples of others who 

are already on their way based on our methodologies.  

 

DEVELOPING AN INTEGRATED, LONG-TERM VIEW OF IW CAPABILITIES 

AND PLATFORMS 

Large enterprises and government institutions alike continue to make significant investments in 

information worker (IW)-focused digital technologies, including productivity-related software 

solutions from Microsoft and its partners. That being said, the typical enterprise remains challenged 

                                              
1 McKinsey, 2009. What Matters – Improving Technology to Improve Workforce Collaboration 
2 Corporate Executive Board (CEB), 2009. The IT Leader’s Guide to Collaboration – How to Improve 

Productivity and Mitigate Risk from Collaboration Technologies 
3 CEB, 2012. Enabling Employee Productivity Through Technology – Translating Changing Employee 

Needs into Technology Investments 
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when it comes to providing an integrated set of IW-facing capabilities and platforms that address 

both corporate and end-user needs.  

This manifests itself in well-known ways:  

 Static or dropping employee productivity and user satisfaction 

 Continued low adoption of portals, collaborative applications, community of practice sites, 

and enterprise social networks 

 Poor information management due to disconnected collaboration, communication and 

knowledge management (KM) systems 

 End-user confusion about which tool to use for what purpose 

 

Sound familiar? 

To help large organizations address these challenges, Microsoft Services works with customers to 

develop integrated IW capability and supporting platform strategies using industry leading techniques 

and expertise based on experience with organizations of all sizes, including some of the largest 

enterprises in the world. 

To help you get started on this journey and to help you determine where to make investments based 

on a more strategic approach of this type, this briefing focuses on: (a) introducing you to 3 unique 

viewpoints which describe how Microsoft looks at this problem space; and (b) preparing you for 

further discussion and deeper level engagement.  

The 3 viewpoints are introduced below and defined in more detail in the following sections. 

 The Business View – the IW Capability Sustainability Model 

 The Technical View – the IW Capability Delivery and Service Management Model 

 The Information Worker View – the IW Capability Options Model 

 

For more information on any of these topics, please contact toddray@microsoft.com. 
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THE BUSINESS VIEW: PRESENTING THE IW CAPABILITY SUSTAINABILITY 

MODEL 

The IW Capability Sustainability Model, pictured below, provides a convenient means of relating an 

organization’s dynamic portfolio of IW-focused fundamental capabilities, supporting platforms, and 

delivery mechanisms/services to its business capabilities, performance and changing user needs over 

time. 
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Taking a closer look at this systems-level view, several dynamics should be further highlighted:  

 Information worker capability and productivity enablement is at the core of the model (green 

box in the above diagram), which relies on both organizational capabilities as well as its “IW 

Technical Capability” (fundamental capabilities, platforms, and delivery mechanisms/services); 

and directly impacts business capabilities and performance. 

 Depending on an organization’s business performance, objectives and strategies as well as its 

future state vision for the IW capability stack as a whole, its IW Technical Capability can be 

assessed as part of a holistic gap analysis. 

 Based on the above assessment, revised strategies and roadmaps can be produced - 

rationalized at the portfolio level - and translated into long term programs of change, which, 

in turn, can be measured in terms of impact to IW capabilities and corresponding business 

performance over time, bringing the system full circle. 
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Getting Started. Microsoft Services can help you develop IW Technical Capability strategies to define 

needed programs of change, e.g. for a portal re-design to meet the needs of an increasingly mobile 

workforce. 

 

 
Keeping it real: Strategies in Practice 

 

(Refer to the Case Studies at the end of this document for more detail) 

  

Social and ECM Capability Strategies – Leading Energy Company 

ECM Strategy – Leading Engineering Firm 

User Experience Strategy – Financial Services 

SharePoint Business Strategy – Top US Bank 
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THE TECHNICAL VIEW: PRESENTING THE IW CAPABILITY DELIVERY AND 

SERVICE MANAGEMENT MODEL 

As described in the previous section, many leading organizations develop business-aligned strategies 

and roadmaps for individual capabilities (e.g. social, ECM, portal, mobility) as well as supporting 

platforms and technologies (e.g. SharePoint).  

Drilling further into the IW Technical Capability space, the next step is to look holistically at how the 

capabilities are delivered by the various platforms in terms of service categories offered. This is helpful 

to determine:  

 Where service/capability gaps might exist (e.g. lack of Community of Practice (COP) offering) 

 Where further levels of integration may be warranted (e.g. COP output not connected to 

Knowledge Management System), and/or  

 Where user experience is inconsistent (different security and user interaction paradigms in 

different delivery systems) 

 Where to focus governance efforts (e.g. during SharePoint/SharePoint Online (SPO) 

Governance development) 

To assist in the assessment of this important area, Microsoft Services uses the “IW Capability Delivery 

and Service Management Model”, pictured in the diagram that follows. 
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Taking a closer look at this system-level view, several high level dynamics should be highlighted:  
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 At the “Interactive/Consumption” tier, organizations now need to anticipate/provide for 

multiple device types and application delivery models, which may vary widely by capability 

and service type. This area is rapidly changing, with new information consumption paradigms 

changing when/where users consume optional content (e.g. non-business-critical articles of 

interest on a portal site) and when they engage in social computing (not necessarily when on 

their primary laptop at work, rather, when they’re engaging in “casual computing” when 

waiting in a line somewhere). 

 Organizations need to consider both internal and external audiences and the respective 

delivery/service offerings required (sometimes the same platform can be utilized, such as 

when SharePoint team/project sites are shared with outside customers/vendors/partners). 

 A number of different capability delivery types exist, often provided as part of a “service” 

offering listed on an “IT products” internal web site in a “Service Catalog”. How these 

capability/service types differ is often nuanced and confusing to end-users and IT 

management alike. The above diagram attempts to showcase a common set of service 

categories along with a few distinguishing characteristics of each based on organizational 

affiliation and information patterns.  

o Given this ambiguity, organizations need to determine the right mix of capabilities to 

offer, how to deliver them efficiently via supporting platforms and business-oriented 

services, and the degree of integration required across service categories (e.g. to 

enable better collection and management of knowledge). 

 IW capabilities and platforms mapping to the service categories shown may be delivered by a 

variety of modalities, including cloud, on-premises and hybrid. Understanding this mix across 

the delivery space both in terms of current and future state is critical to the strategic planning 

process. 
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 Capability strategies (if they exist) for “horizontals”-  such as UX, social, search, security, 

mobility etc. - should be developed/understood across the capability delivery stack, not just 

as related to one or two service areas (see the section on developing capability strategies). 

 

  

Getting Started. Microsoft Services can help you assess your IW-facing capability delivery and service 

management space, both in terms of internal as well external customers.  

 

Microsoft experts have worked with some of the world’s largest organizations to help them define their 

service portfolios and required service architectures to meet current and future needs. 

 

Keeping it real: Strategies in Practice 

(Refer to the Case Studies at the end of this document for more detail) 

  

Service Definition and Governance Strategies – Leading Retail Organization, Leading Energy Company, 

Top US Bank 
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THE INFORMATION WORKER VIEW: PRESENTING THE IW CAPABILITY 

OPTIONS MODEL 

Last but not least, we get to the fun (and harder) part of this puzzle – the end-user. As we state in the 

“Business View” section above, information worker capability and productivity enablement is core to 

improving certain business capabilities and performance, so leading organizations spend significant 

time designing IW Technical Capabilities that map to end-user needs, with more progressive ones 

focusing on user experience.  

That being said, with the proliferation of overlapping offerings with similar (and depending on your 

point of view – redundant) capabilities available to the average user (e.g. communication and 

information sharing via enterprise social networking), many users remain attached to familiar ways of 

doing things (e.g. email), and “new ways of doing things” never happen in reality. We’ve also seen 

large organizations fight within their own management ranks over which capability delivery modality 

is appropriate for different user needs (e.g. enterprise social networks vs. custom social portals, 

email/IM and good old fashioned team sites).   

Often missing from these conversations - even in more progressive organizations - is a “grownup in 

the room” backing up and taking a closer look at a capability group (e.g., Communication, 

Collaboration, Content and Social Computing, or C3SC) and developing a strategy for it (see previous 

sections).  

Another piece missing is a way to think about the options an average information worker faces when 

they want to perform a simple, typical communication and collaboration behavior.  

To address this, we introduce the “IW Capability Options Model”, shown and further discussed below. 
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While this first of its kind model might be somewhat confusing at first glance, the following 

descriptions should help highlight its usefulness in disambiguating this problem space: 

 First, let’s explain the axes, starting with the horizontal (x): what this shows is that different IW 

capability delivery mechanisms4 provide varying, overlapping levels of capability that are 

appropriate, depending on whether the IW is producing, sharing and/or finding/consuming 

information.  

                                              
4 Note – only a sampling of communication and collaboration delivery mechanisms are shown for 

simplicity – e.g. IM and Web Conferencing are not shown, though they could be a key part of the 

C3SC solution set as well. 
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 Alternatively, the vertical (y) shows that these same mechanisms provide overlapping, variable 

levels of orientation towards handling content (documents) on one hand and 

communications/messaging-type information on the other.  

 Let’s now take a look at each delivery mechanism in terms of where it sits in the grid, 

acknowledging the fact that almost every single one cross into each of the four quadrants to 

at least some degree, highlighting our position that this degree of overlap is causing mass 

confusion in the user base as to where to go to perform different fundamental 

communication and collaboration activities: 

o Team Sites: team sites are typically used for producing and sharing content, but 

ranging across the mid x-axis, IWs may also use them for finding/consuming content 

to a lesser degree. Ranging across the mid y-axis, again to small degree, they can also 

be used for communicating within the scope of the team site audience (through 

announcements, newsfeeds, etc.), especially if rudimentary social features are enabled 

within them. 

o Portals/KM: though different in many respects, portals and KM systems are grouped 

here due to their similar characteristics in terms of how people use them to find and 

consume content (typically curated). Since portals may also be used to push 

corporate or departmental information down to end-users, they range across the mid 

y-axis as well.  

o Email: email, the killer app for many people (and something that will probably never 

go away – sorry folks), ranges across all quadrants for a number of reasons, 

summarized as follows: 

 People commonly use email for standard communication and coordination 

activities – thus it’s weighted towards the upper area of the quadrant. That 

being said, many IWs also use it to produce and exchange actual mission 

critical content as well as use it as a personal information library of sorts 

(that’s searchable), allowing it to range into the lower half of the quadrant as 

well. 

o COPs. Communities of Practice-type sites, which vary widely by implementation, also 

range across all quadrants (somewhat evenly) due to their ability to: 
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 provide places for IWs to work together on content and elevate it as 

knowledge 

 provide a searchable repository of information of interest to a community 

 Provide a means for community leads and/or peers to communicate with 

others in the community, sometimes in a “social” fashion. 

o ESNs. Enterprise Social Networks, which again, can vary widely depending on 

orientation, tend to be more oriented towards enabling horizontal communication 

and engagement between employees as well as (in some cases) vertical exchange of 

corporate messages and feedback from the user base. Thus, the center of gravity for 

ESNs is in the communications space; but because of the added capabilities of most 

ESNs to allow some content creation (wikis) and sharing (file uploads and linking), 

ESNs creep below the line into the content/document space as well.  

 

Because, on the content side, most users participate as consumers of document-

specific information in ESNs (vs. producers as part of a collaborative process), ESNs 

are weighted more heavily on the right side of the producing <-> consuming 

continuum.  

 

While it is a mind-bending task for even the seasoned C3SC specialist to disambiguate this space, 

imagine it from the average information workers point of view, where getting a task or job done is 

really all that matters! 

In terms of choices for any given type of IW activity (producing, sharing, searching, consuming, 

communicating, collaborating, coordinating, contributing, asking, informing, etc.) we’ve pointed out 

that there are many alternatives. So for the average IW, how do THEY know what to use when, for 

what? 

To help organizations think about this ground-level problem space, we introduce (but not solve) a 

simple “IW 5 Behavior Model”, representing a small set of fundamental use cases mapping to the 

most common things a typical information worker needs to do on a regular basis. These are pictured 

in the diagram below and described in more detail in the text that follows. 
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Fundamental C3SC Use Cases 

1. Solicit information from an audience 

2. Make an audience aware of information 

3. Find people or information 

4. Develop information and knowledge for an audience 

5. View and manage information specific to an audience 

(Yes, there are more use cases, but let’s start with this to highlight the challenge that information 

system designers are faced with relative to the overlapping solutions situation.) 

Now, how you approach any of these use cases depends on a number of factors (some of which we’ll 

highlight below), but regardless, the primary qualifier that any successful professional will need to 

master is that of “audience reach” – how/where does one target any form of 

communication/coordination (etc.) effort based on desired intent?  

This is depicted in the following diagram to highlight the challenge, regardless of whether you’re 

thinking about email, a team site, a portal, a COP, email, whatever. 
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The point here is that – even with the best collaboration, communication, social computing (or 

whatever) solution in the world, reaching out to a dark (or even partially dark) channel is futile if you 

want results. So what are the other things that the poor information worker needs to think about (in 

no particular order) when it comes to executing against 1 of the 5 behaviors?   

(Secondary qualifiers impacting target solution decision) 

 Solution option availability, ease-of-access, and knowledge of how to use 

 Content or messaging/ communication focus 

 Producing or consuming content 

 Immediacy/urgency 

 Internal/External 

 Intimacy/Security 

 Interactivity/user experience 

 Confidentiality 

 Information persistence 

 Culture 
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 Degree of formal content management required 

 Mandates to use solution A over B (or feature set a or b) 

 Published (and enforced) governance 

 Incentives specified in personal/organizational commitments 

 What peers and bosses do 

And you’re surprised that people resort to email? Let’s go back to our “IW 5 Behavior Model” and see 

how this plays out for just one of the behaviors – “Soliciting information from an audience”. 

 

Use Case Exploration 1: Solicit Information from an Audience 

Examples: 

 Ask another person (or specified people) a question 

 Ask my project team a question 

 Ask my organizational team a question 

 Ask my organizational unit a question 

 Ask a question of an cross-functional community 

 Ask a question of a broader organizational unit 

 Engage in a discussion with an external party 

Objectives 

• Get relevant answers quickly 

• Reduce noise on email channel where possible 

• Elevate best answers as easily accessible (through search or logical locations), persistent 

knowledge 

• Reduce stale knowledge when persistent systems used 

• Reward contributors 

Possible Solutions/Tools: 

• IM (for direct 1:1 or 1:few questions) 

• Email (direct or DLs) 

• Personal site Newsfeed posts (broad or directed) 

• Team site discussions or Newsfeed posts 
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• Community Site Category/Topic-based Discussions 

• Organizational portal discussions or other tool(s) 

• ESN Newsfeed postings scoped to Network or Group 

Overall Considerations: 

 Questions always need to be scoped to the right audience 

 Reliability/immediacy/reputation of channel impacts selection of tool 

 Security/intimacy/confidentiality is always a major factor 

 Question and answer persistence in an appropriately scoped environment is important 

when/if knowledge is created as part of the exchange (lots of content can be produced as 

part of a typical back and forth Q&A) 

 Best answers need to be elevated, best responders need to be rewarded 

 Questions into feeds can get lost 

 Governance, culture and “what my peers/bosses do” has major impact 

 

Tool Selection Considerations5 (green indicates positive aspects of the solution; yellow 

indicates possible negatives): 

                                              
5 Specific to behavior 1, i.e., soliciting information 
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Recommendation (example output specific to Use Case Behavior 1): 

Based on an evaluation of the 5 behaviors and alternatives using the patterns suggested above, 

“Recommendations” can be developed for each area. An example is shown below for reference. 

 

  

Getting Started. Microsoft Services can help you develop strategies to help your end-users navigate, 

select, and utilize the right solution mapping to their specific business needs. 

 

Microsoft experts have worked with some of the world’s largest organizations to help them define these 

strategies in a platform-agnostic manner, greatly simplifying what is an incredibly confusing space for 

most organizations. 

 

Keeping it real: Strategies in Practice 

(Refer to the Case Studies at the end of this document for more detail) 

  

Social Strategy and Solution Disambiguation Guidance: Top Gaming Company 

 

Authors Note: 

This is the most difficult and most often overlooked aspect of an organization’s strategy towards 

meeting the needs of its information workers. In my experience, under-investment in this area is the 

primary reason for failure to getting value from an organization’s continued investment in information 

worker-facing technologies. 
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CONCLUSION 

Optimizing the portfolio of IW capabilities, platforms, and delivery services offered to end-users has 

challenged IT and business leaders for decades. The viewpoints, models, approaches, and examples 

presented in this document highlight Microsoft’s industry leading approach to this problem space.  

Please contact toddray@microsoft.com to get started on your journey to get more value out of your 

investment in IW-facing technologies.  
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Todd Ray started working with complex information management and collaboration challenges over 

25 years ago in the engineering field and has developed these mythologies as part of working with 

experts from the world’s leading companies since that time. Todd has been a speaker at many 
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BRIEF CASE STUDIES 

 Social and ECM Capability Strategies – Leading Energy Company 

o Social: organization needed to determine go-forward strategy to address business 

opportunities related to evolving social computing space 

o ECM: organization needed to assess ECM capabilities across 15 enterprise content 

management platforms and determine 3-5 year roadmap relative to vendor and 

industry trends. 

 ECM Strategy – Leading Engineering Firm 

o Organization needed to assess enterprise information usage scenarios and existing 

content management solution pursuant to go-forward information management 

strategy 

 User Experience Strategy – Financial Services 

o Organization needed to assess user population and pain points to develop long-term 

user experience strategy 

 SharePoint Business Strategy – Top US Bank 

o Organization needed to determine SharePoint business strategy to address business 

engagement, business enablement, service architecture and value realization needs 

 Service Definition and Governance Strategies – Leading Retail Organization, Leading 

Energy Company, Top US Bank 

o Organizations needed to determine service offerings and architecture related to 

future investments in collaboration offerings 

 Social Strategy and Solution Disambiguation Guidance: Top Gaming Company 

o Organizations needed to assess collaboration, communication and social computing 

options in terms of optimal investment portfolio moving forward 


